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It's been a while, but really I'm feeling it, the three piece suit is making a come back.  When one 
envisions the 3-piece I'm sure the first few images that come to mind are tails, top hat, and a 
cane.  No more I say! No, the 3piece has become quite the hot little number for gentlemen to 

wear on those special occasions...such as a wedding perhaps?  

There is nothing more yummy for a man to wear than a perfectly tailored suit.  The 3 piece adds 
that extra bit of sophistication that, that sport coat and pants might be lacking.  Now, no need 
to to be worried ladies, we're not talking the suits your great grand daddies wore while smoking 
cigars out on their plantation home decks sucking down mint juleps all day.  Now a days the 3 
piece is edgy and FITTED!  That's right guys get on the band wagon, women have had the Fitted 
trend down for years it's our turn to get with it! It gives you those strong broad shoulders and 

that oh so lovely V shaped back that the ladies (and I) adore.  

For those of you who are thinking, "A three piece suit?! It's too matchy ew!"  be at ease, while 
yon ladies outfits are a fabulous mess of contrasting and complimentary colors/patterns/
shapes...formal menswear is at the other end of the spectrum using a few basic shapes, about 5 
colors, and a lot of uniformity.  For those of you who don't get my drift, think of all the men's 
suits you've seen, the really great classic ones...black, brown, navy, grey, and tan (5 colors), tri-
angles, rectangles, and squares (basic shapes), and all of it in similar shades, hues, and pat-

terns.  

The thing that makes this hot ticket item so hot is its surprising versatility, really it can be worn 
a bunch of different ways.  Super fitted like lovely Mr. Beckham, slouched like Adam Brody, 

loose and tailored like Sean Combs....and on and on it goes.  Exciting?  I think so. 

So all in all what I'm trying to say is, take a cue from James Bond, get with it and put on a 
"3piecer". 


